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Lighting The Way: Clay Art Center Artists Exhibition 
March 4th – April 5th, 2024 
 
Opening Reception: Saturday, March 9th, 6:00 – 8:00pm 

Clay Art Center is pleased to present Lighting The Way in our gallery and online from 
March 4th to April 5th, 2024.  
 
This thematic Annual Invitational exhibition showcases the work being made in the 
studios by the Clay Art Center artists, who call Clay Art Center their creative home. 
This year’s exhibition theme is “Lighting The Way”, and artists have been invited to 
consider interpreting the theme through works that act as votives, lamps, wall 
sconces, candle holders, and more. Artists have also been invited to consider the 
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theme conceptually and symbolically. The group exhibition will feature both functional 
and sculpturally based works that encompass a range of techniques and processes in 
ceramics and give voice to both emerging and established C lay Art Center artists.  
 
Please join us for an Opening Reception on Saturday, March 9th, 6:00 - 8:00 pm 
 
Learn more 
 
Clay Art Center Artist Program 

Clay Art Center was created to be a thriving home for the ceramics community. Today, 
that vision is a reality—our Clay Art Center Artist Program provides access to affordable 
studio space for over 50 ceramics artists and ensures that they have access to the tools 
and facilities they need. 

Each artist is juried in by a peer committee, and once they join, they share in studio 
responsibilities. These Clay Art Center artists are at the very heart of our community 
and are creating the incredible art you can find in our Shop, and beyond.  
 
Clay Art Center Gallery Mission 

Clay Art Center Gallery provides a platform for emerging and established artists to 
explore a wide range of topics that address materials, processes , and techniques, and 
to engage in critical dialog through clay. We are committed to exhibiting a wide variety 
of work representing diverse backgrounds, and we support our artist and student 
communities through gallery programming opportunities.  

Clay Art Center is a nationally recognized non-profit center for the advancement and 

practice of ceramic arts offering exhibitions, clay classes for adults and children, studio 

spaces for clay artists, and outreach programs in the community.  It is located in the 

heart of Port Chester at 40 Beech Street, Port Chester, NY 10573. Join Clay Art Center 

classes, and exhibitions, and shop online at www.clayartcenter.org. 
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